Learning through visual exploration often requires orienting of attention to meaningful information in a cluttered world. Previous work has shown that attention modulates visual cortex activity, with enhanced activity for attended targets and suppressed activity for competing inputs, thus enhancing the visual experience. Here we examined the idea that learning may be engaged differentially with variations in attention orienting mechanisms that drive eye movements during visual search and exploration. We hypothesized that attention orienting mechanisms that engaged suppression of a previously attended location would boost memory encoding of the currently attended target objects to a greater extent than those that involve target enhancement alone. To test this hypothesis we capitalized on the classic spatial cueing task and the inhibition of return (IOR) mechanism (Posner, 1980; Posner, Rafal, & Choate, 1985) to demonstrate that object images encoded in the context of concurrent suppression at a previously attended location were encoded more effectively and remembered better than those encoded without concurrent suppression. Furthermore, fMRI analyses revealed that this memory benefit was driven by attention modulation of visual cortex activity, as increased suppression of the previously attended location in visual cortex during target object encoding predicted better subsequent recognition memory performance. These results suggest that not all attention orienting impacts learning and memory equally.
Introduction
Visual exploration involves active scanning of the environment for information gathering. Visual attention during exploration has been traditionally studied as a mechanism that supports resource allocation in a cluttered visual world. We argue that the wellestablished spatial and temporal dynamics of attention orienting additionally play a critical role in learning and memory during natural visual search and exploration. We present converging eye tracking and neuroimaging data showing that the attention mechanism underlying orienting to a spatial location, and particularly whether suppression of competing information at the previously attended location is engaged, is a determining factor in how well information at the attended location is encoded for subsequent recognition memory.
Evidence of attention/memory interactions at encoding comes from laboratory studies showing enhanced recognition memory for attended versus ignored information (Ballesteros, Reales, Garcia, & Carrasco, 2006) , as well as improved encoding when attention is directed to the location of objects prior to their appearance (Broadway, Hilimire, & Corballis, 2011; Hauer & MacLeod, 2006) . Neuroimaging studies have identified a distributed network including medial temporal, parietal, and prefrontal regions that are engaged during memory encoding and subsequent retrieval (Brewer, Zhao, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Kahn, Davachi, & Wagner, 2004; Kim, 2013; Konishi, Wheeler, Donaldson, & Buckner, 2000; McDermott, Jones, Petersen, Lageman, & Roediger, 2000; Qin, van Marle, Hermans, & Fernandez, 2011; Wagner, Shannon, Kahn, & Buckner, 2005) . Parallel research has similarly identified a dorsal attention network that supports attentional selection of relevant stimuli and suppression of distracting or competing information (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Squire, Noudoost, Schafer, & Moore, 2013) . A recent meta-analysis found that positive subsequent memory effects (i.e., activity elicited during memory encoding that is associated with correct responses at subsequent test) were predominantly associated with involvement of this dorsal attention network, suggesting that top-down attention selection promotes effective encoding (Uncapher & Wagner, 2009) .
Growing evidence suggests that modulation of visual cortex activity via the dorsal attention network may mediate the link
